Introduction
Plastic deformation of polycrystalline materials includes dislocation slip, twinning, grain boundary sliding and eigenstrain produced by phase transformations and diffusion. These mechanisms are often alternative and competing in different loading conditions described by stress level, strain rate and temperature. Modelling of plasticity in polycrystalline materials has a clear multiscale character, such that plastic deformation has been widely studied on the macro-scale by the finite element methods, on the meso-scale by representative volume element approaches, on the micro-scale by dislocation dynamics methods and on the atomic scale by molecular dynamics simulations. Advancement and further improvement of the reliability of macro-scale constitutive models is expected to originate from developments at microstructural or even smaller length scales by transfering the observed mechanisms to the macro-scale in a suited manner. Currently efficient modelling tools have been developed for different length scales and there still exists a challenge in passing relevant information between models on different scales. This chapter aims at overviewing the current stage of modelling tools at different length scales, discussing the possible approaches to bridge different length scales, and reporting successful multiscale modelling applications. 
Generating realistic material microstructures
The current advanced high strength steels (AHSS) such as dual phase steels, transformation induced plasticity (TRIP) steels, twin induced plasticity (TWIP) steels and martensitic steels are all multiphase polycrystalline materials. In order to model the the macroscopic mechanical properties such as yield stress, work hardening rate and elongation to fracture, one has to build a representative volume element (RVE) for each macroscale material point and investigate the local deformation of each material point within the RVE, and then make a volume average. In this micro-macro-transition procedure, in order to reduce the computational costs the statistically similar representative volume elements (SSRVEs) have been developed to replace real microstructures from metallurgical images by Schröder et al. (2010) .
Considering the real microstructure of multiphase materials, during the representative volume element generation one should consider grain shape distribution, crystalline orientation distribution, grain boundary misorientation angle distribution and volume fraction of different phases. Figure 1 is an example of the RVE we have generated for TRIP steels where the Voronoi tessellation algorithm has been used.
Recent studies (Lu et al., 2009; 2004) show bulk specimens comprising nanometer sized grains with embedded lamella with coherent, thermal and mechanical stable twin boundaries exhibiting high strength and considerable ductility at the same time. These materials have higher loading rate sensitivity, better tolerance to fatigue crack initiation, and greater resistance to deformation. Under this condition, the RVE with nanometer sized twin lamella inside nanometer sized twin lamella inside nanometer sized grains will help us to understand existing material behavior and design new materials.
Assume two orientations Q I and Q II have the twin relationship in (1, 1, 1) habit plane along [1, 1, −2] twinning direction. For any vector V, these two tensors will map as v I = Q I V and v II = Q II V. The twin relationship between v I and v II is easier to see in the local twin coordinate system with x ′ //[1, 1, −2] and z ′ //[1, 1, 1] rather than in the global coordinate system [x, y, z]. We define a orthogonal tensor R L for the mapping from global coordinate system to the local coordinate system
and another tensor R M for the mirror symmetry operation
and get the twin relationship in the local twin coordinate system 
and we find the relationship between Q I and Q II as
The crystal orientation Q I has been assigned to the material point at the centre of the individual grain with coordinate x ′ 0 , y ′ 0 , z ′ 0 . The orientation Q II will be assigned to the twinned material point with coordinate x ′ 1 , y ′ 1 , z ′ 1 when the distance between this point and the grain center along the habit plane normal direction and the lamella thickness d satisfy
Otherwise orientation Q I will be assigned to this material point. 
Constitutive models based on continuum mechanics

Kinematics
For large strains the elastic and plastic deformation can be separated consistently. We follow the well-known multiplicative decomposition proposed by Lee (1969) (see Figure 2 ) of the deformation gradient tensor F
where F e is the elastic part comprising the stretch and rotation of the lattice, and F p corresponds to the plastic deformation. The lattice rotation R e and stretch U e are included in the mapping F e . They can be calculated by the polar decomposition F e = R e U e , i.e., the texture evolution is included in this part of the deformation. Furthermore, two rate equations can be derived for the elastic and the plastic deformation gradients aṡ where L =ḞF −1 and L p =Ḟ p F −1 p are the total and the plastic velocity gradients defined in the current and the unloaded configuration respectively. Because the stress produced by the elastic deformation can supply driving forces for dislocation slip, twinning formation and phase transformation which can accommodate the plastic deformation, F e and F p are not independent. If the total deformation process is known, the elastic and plastic deformation evolutions can be determined through solving equations 7,8 and 9.
When the eigen-deformation F t of phase transformation and the plastic deformation F p of dislocation slip coexist, the multiply decomposition (see Figure 3) should be reformulated as the following
The evolution of F t is controlled by the transformed volume fraction f α because the eigen-deformation H α t of each transformation system with unit volume fraction is a constant tensor
where N T is the total number of transformation system. Fig. 3 . The multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient when dislocation slip and phase transformation coexist.
The elastic deformation
For the dislocation slip case, the plastic deformation F p will not change the lattice orientation, i.e., we can use a constant stiffness tensor K 0 for the stress calculations and define the elastic law in the unloaded configuration. By defining the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S in the unloaded configuration and its work conjugated elastic Green strain tensorẼ, the elastic law is derived as
where I is the second order unity tensor. When the variational principle of the FEM is formulated in the reference or current configuration, the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress S or the Cauchy stress σ amount to
where J = det(F)=det(F e ), which means the isochoric plastic deformation is assumed, i.e., the volume change is always purely elastic.
In a polycrystal the different grains have different initial orientations. Therefore, in the global coordinate system, different stiffness tensors, slip plane normals and slip directions should be specified for every crystal. In order to use only one set of data, a virtual deformation step is introduced before the calculation in the following form: F p0 is set as the initial value for F p . By choosing F e0 to satisfy
the starting value for F amounts to I as desired. If one adopts the Bunge Euler angle (ϕ 1 , Φ, ϕ 2 ) to define the crystal orientation, the matrix of the elastic deformation gradient amounts to
The dislocation slip based plastic deformation
The plastic deformation mechanism discussed here is the slip mechanism where dislocations slip in certain crystallographic planes along certain crystallographic directions to accommodate shape changes of the crystal. This is the most common mechanism in conventional metal forming processes.
The concept for describing displacement fields around dislocations in crystals was developed mathematically by Volterra and used for calculating elastic deformation fields by Orowan and Taylor in 1934 (Hirth & Lothe, 1992) . Dislocations are one dimensional lattice defects which can not begin or end inside a crystal, but must intersect a free surface, form a closed loop or make junctions with other dislocations. Due to energetic reasons there is a strong tendency for dislocations to assume a minimum Burgers vector, and to slide in the planes with maximum interplanar separation and along the most densely packed directions. Under the applied stress, the lattice deforms elastically, until stretched bonds near the dislocation core break and new bonds form. The dislocation moves step by step by one Burgers vector. It is the dislocation slip mechanism that can explain why the actually observed strength of most crystalline materials is between one to four orders of magnitude smaller than the intrinsic or theoretical strength required for breaking the atom bonds without the presence of dislocations.
In order to set the connection between the continuum variables and the process of dislocation slip, we have to determine the shear amount of individual slip systems. The slip systems are mathematically described by the Schmid tensor M α = d α ⊗ n α where d α = b/b expresses the slip direction, which is parallel to the Burgers vector b, but normalised, and n α , the slip plane normal with respect to the undistorted configuration. Through calculating the line vector l α = d α × n α we can define one local coordinate system for slip system α as
, which is useful in the later GND calculations. Will-be-set-by-IN-TECH For the FCC crystal structure, the close-packed planes {111} and close-packed directions 110 form 12 slip systems. For the BCC crystal structure, the pencil glide phenomenon is observed, which resembles slip in a fixed direction on apparently random planes. In literature, experimental studies have shown that for BCC crystals the slip direction is along 111 , and three groups of slip planes exist, including {110},{112} and the less common {123} planes. Totally there are 48 slip systems for BCC crystals. Therefore, for FCC and BCC crystals it is possible to supply five independent slip systems to accommodate any arbitrary external plastic deformation, and in the middle temperature range the slip is the main mechanism for plastic deformations. For the HCP crystal, the slip system number is dependent on the axis ratio of the HCP unit cell. When this ratio assumes values in a certain range as discussed by Gottstein (2004) , only two independent slip systems exist, and it is impossible to accommodate a arbitrary deformation by slip steps. As a result, mechanical twins appear during plastic deformation.
Among all of the dislocations in one slip system, only the mobile dislocations can produce plastic deformation, and their speed can be determined by the forces acting on them. In general, the driving force is related to external loads, short range isotropic resistance of dislocation interactions and long range back stress of dislocation pile-ups and lattice frictions. The widely-adopted constitutive assumption for crystal plasticity reads
whereγ α is the slip rate on slip system α within the intermediate configuration x, and N S , the total number of slip systems.
When a part of material is transferred into another lattice with volume fraction f = ∑ N T α=1 f α which can only deform elastically, equation 18 has been modified as
The Orowan equation
Commonly used expressions for the relation of the shear rate,γ, and the resolved shear stress, τ, include a phenomenological viscoplastic law in the form of a power law by Peirce et al. (1982) , and more physically-based ones such as those of Kocks et al. (1975) and Nemat-Nasser et al. (1998) , which can take account of rate and temperature dependencies. In this paper we use the Orowan equation to calculate the plastic shear rateγ of each slip system as a function of the mobile dislocation density, ρ m , on that slip systeṁ
where the average velocity of the mobile dislocations, v, is a function of the resolved shear stress, τ, of the dislocation densities, ρ M , ρ SSD and ρ GND and its gradient, the average GND pile-up size, L, and of the temperature, θ; i.e.,
The resolved shear stress, τ, is the projection of the stress measure onto the slip system. In the case of infinitesimally small elastic stretches C = F T e F e << 1, the resolved shear stress, τ, within the intermediate configuration x can be approximated by following Kalidindi et al. (1992) 
In order to accommodate a part of the external plastic deformation, the mobile dislocations, ρ M , must overcome the stress field of the parallel dislocations, ρ P , which cause the passing stress. They must also cut the forest dislocations, ρ F , with the aid of thermal activation. We define the parallel dislocation density and the forest dislocation density as: ρ P for all dislocations parallel to the slip plane, and ρ F for the dislocations perpendicular to the slip plane. Both ρ SSD and ρ GND are contributing to ρ F and
and
where we introduce the interaction strength, χ αβ , between different slip systems, which includes the self interaction strength, coplanar interaction strength, cross slip strength, glissile junction strength, Hirth lock strength, and Lomer-Cottrell lock strength. One can go further to see the definition of these interactions in literature Madec et al., 2008) . In this formulation we only consider edge dislocations owing to their limited mobility for the FCC crystal, and use a single set of interaction strengths for both SSDs and GNDs.
With the help of the forest dislocation density ρ F , we can determine the average jump distance of the mobile dislocation and the activation volume for the thermal activated forest dislocation cutting event
where c 1 and c 2 are constants to reflect the real dislocation line configuration which is more complicated than the schematic pictures we use here.
With the help of the parallel dislocation density ρ P and the gradient of GND density ∂ρ GND ∂X , we can determine the average athermal passing stress τ p and back stress τ b as following 
where c 3 is the constant for the Taylor hardening mechanism. For reasons of simplicity, in equation 28 the back stress of one slip system only comes from the GND pile-up of this slip system. This equation can be easily extended to consider the back stress from all of the slip system at the same time.
Compared with flow rules in the literature which contain a constant reference shear rate and a constant rate sensitivity exponent, here a flow rule is derived based on the dislocation slip mechanisṁ
where k B is the Boltzmann constant, ν 0 the attempt frequency and Q slip the effective activation energy.
Inside the flow rule given by equation 29 determination of the mobile dislocation density is a hard task. In some research work, the mobile dislocation density was found to be a small fraction of total dislocation density and is even treated as a constant. The more sophisticated model to deal with this dislocation density based on energy minimization can be found in Ma & Roters (2004) . For reasons of simplicity here the mobile dislocation density is treated as a constant number.
Evolution of the dislocation densities
There are four processes contributing to the evolution of the SSD density as discussed by Ma (2006) . The lock forming mechanism between mobile dislocations and forest dislocations, the dipole forming mechanism between mobile dislocations with parallel line vectors, and anti-parallel Burgers vector determine the multiplication terms, while the annihilation term includes annihilation between one mobile dislocation with another immobile one and annihilation between two immobile dislocations. The often used Kocks-Mecking model, as discussed in Roters (1999) , only adopts the locks formation and mobile-immobile annihilation mechanisms for the SSD evolutioṅ
Where c 4 and c 5 are constants used to adjust the locks and annihilation radius.
When plastic deformation gradients are present in a volume portion, GNDs must be introduced to preserve the continuity of the crystal lattice. A relation between a possible GND measure and the plastic deformation gradient has been proposed by Nye (1953) . This approach has been later extended to a more physically motivated continuum approach to generally account for strain gradient effects by Dai & Parks (1997) . Following these pioneering approaches, we use as a dislocation density tensor, Λ, for a selected volume portion to calculate the net Burgers vector for an area
where ∇ X = ∂/∂X, is defined as the derivative with respect to the reference coordinates and b andl are, respectively, the net Burgers vector and net line vector after an volume average operation. Using equation (31) the resulting Burgers vector for a circuit with an arbitrary orientation can be calculated. In general this tensor is non-symmetric and it can be mapped to nine independent slip systems in a unique fashion. For the FCC crystal structure with its 12 slip systems, only 5 systems are independent according to the von Mises-Taylor constraint. This implies that it is impossible to calculate the exact amount of GNDs for every slip system in a unique way. Nevertheless, we can project Λ to each of the slip systems to determine the Burgers vector of the edge and screw type GNDs for the pass stress and backing stress calculation b
Furthermore we also can calculate the GND density as the following Fig. 4 . A transformation system of the austenite-martensite phase transformation.
Eigenstrain of phase transformations
The transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP) assisted steels are mixtures of allotriomorphic ferrite, bainite and retained austenite. Experimental and modelling publications have highlighted that the transformation of retained austenite to martensite under the influence of a applied stress or strain can improve material ductility and strength efficiently, as shown by Bhadeshia (2002) .
According to the geometrically nonlinear theory of martensitic transformations (Bhattacharya, 1993; Hane & Shield, 1998; 1999) there are 24 transformation systems and they are constructed by two body-centered tetragonal (BCT) variants with relative rotations and volume fractions, in order to produce habit planes between austenite and martensite arrays and pairwise arranging twin related variant lamellas. Each transformation system corresponds to one Figure 4 . Following the classical Kurdjumov-Kaminsky relations, these two vectors are influenced by the carbon concentration through the lattice parameter magnitude variation (Hane & Shield, 1998; Wechsler et al., 1953) . The eigenstrain of the transformation system α amounts to
As an example in the literature (Kouznetsova & Geers, 2008; Tjahjanto, 2008) , the shape strain vector and the habit plane normal vector with respect to specific carbon concentrations have been determined and listed. Because the shape strain vector and the habit plane normal vector are explicit functions of austensite and martensite lattice parameters, the components of the two vectors are irrational. H α t is similar to the Schmid tensor M α of dislocation slip except that there is volume change det( H α t ) > 1. In literature, the austenite-martensite phase transformation has been formulated as stress and strain driving mechanisms among different temperature regions. The stress controlled transformation often occurs at lower temperatures where the chemical driving force is so high that a external load below austenite yield stress can help the already existing martensite nuclei to grow. At strain controlled transformation regions at higher temperatures, the chemical driving force is so low that additional loads which are higher than the yield stress are needed in order for existing nuclei to continue grow. Due to the fact that plastic deformation in austenite is easier than spontaneous martensite formation, the transformation has to be continued by new nuclei formation at the shear band intersection region according to Olson & Cohen (1972) .
Following the Olson-Cohen model, the transformation kinetics are formulated in meso-scale on the micro-band level. At first the shear band density is estimated, then the intersection frequency of shear bands is calculated and lastly the nucleation producing probability is evaluated. This governing equation for martensite volume fraction readṡ
where N T and N S are the total number of transformation systems and slip systems with, respectively, c 6 and c 7 as two fitting parameters to control the transformation kinetics; and
the resolved stress in the transformation system α with includes the shear part and the tensile or compression part at the same time. Indeed, in equation 36 the phase transformation is controlled by the external load potential minimisation.
Because the transformed martensitic phase includes twinned wedge microstructures, the Frank-Read dislocation source may suffer higher resistance compared with the original austenitic phase. The dislocation slip based plasticity of martensite has been neglected here. 
Cohesive zone model for grain and phase boundaries
In experimental works and atomistic simulations with respect to deformation of nanocrystalline materials, dislocation glide inside the grains and grain boundary sliding have both been reported. It is obvious that grain-boundary sliding and separation mechanisms begin to play important roles in the overall inelastic response of a polycrystalline material when the grain-size decreases and dislocation activity within the grain interior becomes more difficult. In recent work, the atomic bonds across grain boundaries have been characterized with ab initio calculations within the framework of the density functional theory (Janisch et al., 2010) . In this work not only the energetics of grain boundaries have been characterized, but also the mechanical response of a grain boundary to applied loads is studied. Such information can be used to parameterize cohesive zone models based on ab initio calculations.
The cohesive zone model is useful for RVE models of polycrystals, in situations when grain boundary deformation needs to be taken into account explicitely, e.g. when grain boundary sliding or damage initiation at grain boundaries or phase bounaries has to be considered. By adjusting the cohesive zone parameters for grain boundary sliding and opening the competing mechanisms of bulk material deformation and grain boundary accommodated deformation can be studied. Furthermore, it is also possible to investigate damage nucleation at GB triple junctions.
We follow Wei & Anand (2004) to generate a rate independent cohesive zone (CZ) modelling approach for the reasons of simplicity. The velocity jump across a cohesive surface has been additively decomposed into a elastic and a plastic part as folloẇ
The elastic relative velocities are connected with its power-conjugate traction rate by the interface elastic stiffness tensor˙t
For some special grain boundaries there may exist glide anisotropy inside the grain boundary plane, although our knowledge about this topic is far away from formulating this anisotropy for general grain boundaries. So, we have to assume isotropic plastic deformation property inside the grain boundary, and the trace vector, displacement vector and resistance vector are According to the rate independent assumption for the loading condition, the hardening rateṡ has to be fast enough to balance the loadṫ˙t
where H is the hardening matrix and its components are state variables of the cohesive zone model. The evolution law of the hardening matriẋ
can be obtained by experimental date fitting or can directly come from the molecular dynamic and ab-initial calculations. Here we adopted the phenomenological hardening rule proposed by Wei & Anand (2004) for the cohesive zone model along the normal direction. For the cohesive zone model along the tangential direction, the failure displacement has been set to infinite to consider the grain boundary glide phenomenon, see Figure 5 .
Numerical approaches
Starting from the stress equilibrium state, for a given time step and velocity gradient one has to calculate the new stress state, while at the same time considering the evolution of state variables including plastic shear amount γ determined by equation 29, statistically stored dislocation density ρ SSD determined by equation 30 and geometrically necessary dislocation density ρ GND determined by equation 34 for each slip system, the transformed volume fraction f determined by equation 36 for each transformation system and the hardening matrix H determined by equation 42 for the cohesive zone model of grain boundaries.
Finite element method
Based on the Abaqus platform (ABAQUS, 2009), we have developed the user material subroutines UMAT for the bulk material and UINTER for the grain boundary to solve the stress equilibrium and state variable evolution problems. In this approach, except for the plastic strain gradient used for the geometrically necessary dislocation density calculation, which is adopted from last converged time point, all of state variables are calculated by an implicit method.
Discrete fast Fourier transformation method
If the representative volume element has a very complicated microstructure and obeys a periodic boundary condition, the stress equilibrium and state variable evolution problems can be solved by the discrete fast Fourier transformation (FFT) method proposed in the literature (Lebensohn, 2001; Michel et al., 2000; 2001) .
According to this approach the material points of the real RVE are approximated to inclusions inside one homogeneous matrix, the property of which can be determined as volume average of these inclusions. After the regular discretisation of the RVE, in the current configuration the inclusion at location x ′ has stress increment Δσ I , strain increment Δ I and stiffness C I = ∂Δσ I /∂Δ I , and the matrix material point at the same location has stress increment Δσ M , strain increment Δ M and stiffnessC.
Assuming we deal with a deformation control process, at the beginning of the iteration loop
where Δ is the given fixed strain increment. Because each material point has the same volume and shape, the matrix stiffness can be determined simply as
where N is the total number of inclusions. At this stage, for the inclusions the strain field satisfies deformation compatibility while the stress field does't satisfy the stress equilibrium.
Stress and strain increment of matrix material points
The polarized stress increment field Δσ I − Δσ M can cause a strain increment field in the matrix. Because the matrix material is homogeneous and suffering a periodic boundary condition, this strain increment can be calculated efficiently with help of Green's function and discrete Fourier transformation. With the help of the delta function
a unit force δ mi (x − x ′ ) in m plane along i direction applying at x ′ will cause a displacement field G km (x − x ′ ) at x satisfying the stress equilibrium
In order to solve equation 46 we have to transfer it into the frequency space
where ξ represents the frequency. Through defining a second order tensor A ik =C ijkl ξ l ξ j we find the displacementĜ km in the frequency space
When one transfers backĜ from the frequency space to the real physical space one can get the solution G of equation 46. However, this is not necessary because we will solve the displacement field caused by the polarised stress in the frequency space. Because each inclusion only has interaction with the matrix, for a fixed matrix property, material points at x and at x ′ are independent if x = x ′ . Under this condition, for each material point we can calculate the local strain increment which can keep the total strain energy increment minimisation
and with help of equation 57, the stress increment Δσ of inclusion at x ′ can be easily recalculated by the constitutive law.
Deformation compatibility
In Lebensohn (2001) the deformation compatibility problem and the energy minimisation problems are joined together through adopting the Lagrange multiplier method. In this work, after the stress and strain calculation for inclusions we simply set the matrix material point deformation increment as
The final stress and strain solution for inclusions satisfying stress equilibrium and strain compatibility will not be achieved until
where k and k + 1 are iteration numbers and C rsd the critical residual. 
Instructive examples
Polycrystal deformation modelling with bulk material slip and grain boundary material glide with the crystal plasticity method
A qusi-2D RVE with 17 hexagonal shape grains with 80nm × 60nm × 2nm volume has been generated. Keeping φ = 0 and ϕ 2 = 0 we have assigned initial crystal orientations with an 5 • increment for Euler angle ϕ 1 from grain 0 • to 80 • randomly. For the studied aluminum polycrystal slip systems with a/2[1, 1, 0] and a/2[−1, 1, 0] Burgers vectors will be activated under tensile loads along the horizontal direction (Shaban et al., 2010) . Figure 6 shows the stress and strain distributions at about 2% tensile strain with a loading speed of 10 nm/s. These results are calculated with combinations of a normal interface strength of 1500 MPa and two tangential interface strengths; an strong one of 1500 MPa and an weak one of 300 MPa. One can easily see that the stronger grain boundary causes higher stress concentrations and strain heterogeneities inside the aggregate compared with the weaker grain boundary. For the weaker grain boundary, the strain localisation instead starts from the triple junction and tends to expand into the bulk material roughly along the maximum shear stress direction. Although this phenomenon is also observed for the stronger grain boundaries, the most obvious strain localisation is in some grains with a larger Schmid factor along the grain boundary direction and even extending to the grain center in some extreme cases. In both cases, cracks have initiated in the upper and lower boundaries and attempted to propagate along the vertical grain boundaries under tensile loading along the horizontal direction. Figure 7 shows the global stress-strain curves with respect to 5 different grain boundary strength conditions. From this plot, one can see that the combination of grain boundary opening and sliding can relax almost one third of the average stress level. Because the weak-normal-strong-tangential cohesive zone model and strong-normal-weak-tangential cohesive zone model produce almost the same global stress strain curve, it seems that the normal and tangential cohesive strengths have similar influences on the material load carrying capacity.
With respect to an small qusi-2D RVE with 5 grains in a 1μm × 1μm domain, the details of the global stress strain curve have been studied as shown in Figure 8 . The RVE shows some unstable mechanical behaviors especially at about 0.5% tensile strain. Generally the material load carrying capacity loss infers the damage initialisation. From our calculations, one can see clearly that the kinks of the stress strain curve are mainly stemming from grain boundary opening and sliding near grain boundary triple junctions which can relax the locally accumulated stress efficiently.
The current study with respective to nano-metere grain size polycrystals implies that grain boundary mediated deformation processes decisively change the global stress-strain response of the studied material. Since the grain boundary cohesive behavior is independent of the grain size, whereas the resistance for dislocation slip inside the bulk material points becomes smaller as grain size increase, we expect that the influence of grain boundary processes will gradually vanish for coarse-grained material.
TRIP steel deformation modelling with the crystal plasticity method
An RVE including 12 ferritic grains and one austenitic grain as shown in Figure 9 has been generated to investigate the TRIP behavior under different loading conditions. As shown in Figure 10 , tensile and compression loadings induce different total martensitic volume fractions. This numerical result is consistent with experimental observations. During the martensite phase transformation, about 22% shear strain inside the habit plane and about 2% dilatation strain along the normal of the habit plane are needed to transfer from the FCC lattice to the BCT lattice. Modelling results support that the normal part of the resolved stress calculated by equation 37 strongly influences the transformation volume fraction evolution. As stated in literature (Kouznetsova & Geers, 2008; Stringfellow et al., 1992) , this is the well known hydrostatic stress dependence of the martensite transformation. The current study shows that there are four dominating transformation systems under tensile and compression loading conditions as shown in Figure 11 . Careful analysis of the magnitude of dilatation and shear resolved stresses under tensile and compression loads shows that the shear part is important to determine the activated transformation systems. With the help of the 13 grain RVE we have investigated into why martensite phase transformation can provide high ductility and high strength at the same time. As shown in Figure 12 , the global stress-strain curves of the simulation with and without martensite transformation have a intersection point at about 14% tensile strain. Before the intersection point, the eigen strain of the phase transformation serves as a competing partner of dislocation slip to reduce the external load potential, and as a direct result TRIP can increase the material ductility as shown in Figure 12 . Because the phase transformation will exhaust the dislocation slip volume fraction and the martensite can only deform elastically, after the intersection point the hardening side of the TRIP mechanism will overcome the softening side and one can observe there is a enhanced tensile strength. Figure 13 shows the local stress distribution comparison between simulations with and without phase transformation. As expected there are higher internal stresses inside the austenite grain when phase transformation exists. Through modelling the internal stress accumulation the current model system can be used to investigate the material damage and failure phenomena. 
Polycrystal with twin lamella deformation modelling with the crystal plasticity method
As a mesh free method, the fast Fourier transformation approach can be used to model deformation of RVEs with very complicated microstructures. Several RVEs occupying a 1μm×1μm×1μm space with nano-metere sized twin lamellas inside nano-metere sized grains have been generated and discretised to 64 × 64 × 64 regular grids. The initial crystal orientations have been assigned randomly. Based on equations 5 and 6, twin lamellas with different thickness have been generated. Figure 14 shows an RVE with 189 grains containing a 31 nm thickness lamella and the von-Mises equivlent strain distribution under tensile load and periodic boundary conditions. Here, the material parameters of pure aluminum have been used during the simulation. With respect to four grain numbers (189, 91, 35, 9) and three lamella thicknesses (16 nm, 31 nm, 47 nm), a total of 12 global stress-strain curves have been simulated to investigate the size effect on material mechanical behaviors. Figure 15 shows several stress-strain curves along the loading direction. From these results one can see easily the smaller the stronger rule often observed in experiments. Through determining the yield stress for different RVEs, the 
for pure aluminum have been investigated carefully. From the numerical results shown in Figure 16 we found that equation 60 with parameters σ 0 =6MPa and k y =300MPa √ nm fits the simulation data very well. Indeed, these two values almost fall nicely in the experimental measurement ranges σ 0 =6 ± 2 MPa and k y =400 ± 80MPa √ nm in Bonetti et al. (1992) .
Summary
In this work it has been demonstrated how information from several length scales can be integrated into representative volume element (RVE) models for the mechanical behaviour of heterogeneous materials, consisting of several grains and different phases. In particular, the relevance of phenomena on different scales, like atomic bonds that determine the mechanical properties of grain boundaries, or the interaction of dislocations with grain boundaries should be investigated carefully in future studies. The mechanisms occurring at such atomistic and microstructural scales need to be modelled in a suited way such that they can be taken into account in continuum simulations of RVE's. Once an RVE for a given microstructure is constructed and the critical deformation and damage mechanisms are included into the constitutive relations, this RVE can be applied to calculate stress-strain curves and other mechanical data. The advantage of this approach is that by conducting parametric studies the influence of several microstructural features, like for example grain size or strength of grain boundaries, on the macroscopic mechanical response of a material can be predicted.
